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introduction

Building Our House
Every day, we are all building the house we will live in when
old age comes. Some of us are building a beautiful palace.
Some are building a dark prison. What are you building?
Perhaps you are building a house that will prove beautiful
and comfortable through the long winter of your old age. You
are decorating it tastefully, filling it with ornaments designed
to bring pleasure and comfort in the days to come—deeds of
gratitude and grace, acts of generosity and selfless love. On
every wall, you are hanging pictures that are as meaningful
as they are beautiful—warm friendships in Christ, mentoring and discipling relationships, children and grandchildren
who know and love the Lord. These pictures look down upon
you to comfort, to cheer, to encourage. You have stockpiled
supplies of godliness and grace to ensure you will be full and
fed, faithful in the days of weariness. You have gathered great
stores of God’s Word to fuel the fire, to keep it blazing brightly
through the long winter days and nights. You have prepared
a comfortable bed where you can lie and rest. As you draw
your last breaths, you will be able to look from your bed to see
those ornaments, those paintings, that lifetime of precious
treasure, and you will know: you have lived a meaningful life.
Or perhaps you are building a house that will prove little
more than a cold, gloomy prison through the long winter of
your old age. You are decorating it with ugliness and kitsch—
meaningless achievements, evil deeds, self-righteous works.
You are covering the walls with grotesque pictures—harmful
friendships, broken relationships, children and grandchildren
who are wanton and rebellious. They look down upon you to
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haunt you, to condemn you, to fill you with fear and sorrow.
You have stocked sparse supplies to feed upon in the days of
weariness, leaving you to chew on bitterness, regret, and a
thousand empty vices. You have gathered little of God’s Word
to fuel the fire, so it will burn low and extinguish, leaving you
cold and miserable. You have prepared a bed of thorns where
you will lie and desperately try to rest. As you draw your last
breaths, you will look from your painful bed to see those awful
ornaments, those dark paintings, that lifetime of piled regret,
and you will know: you have wasted your life. 1
Which house are you building?
Are you building a palace or a prison? Are you building
a place of joy, comfort, and security, or a place of grief, sorrow, and peril? Every moment you are laying the bricks to
your home. From childhood you have been decorating it. With
each passing day you add new ornaments and you stock—or
don’t stock—it for days to come. And as the winter of your
life approaches, you will take up residence in the house you
have built.
So I ask again, which house are you building?

A DEEP FEAR, A DEEP LONGING
There are certain behaviors I have been conditioned to fear
since childhood. I saw people act in certain ways, I saw the
consequences of their actions, and I decided that I would never
do those things. I decided I would not be like those people.
As a child I saw the abuse of alcohol. I saw full-out drunkenness in all its ugliness, all its shame. I saw it in people I
loved, people in my extended family. I saw how they behaved,
I saw how others treated them, I saw how their reputations
crumbled. Even as a child and a teen, I found myself so wary
of alcohol that it never was attractive to me. Even today I
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don’t drink, and it’s not because I have a biblical case against
alcohol. It’s that I’m just not interested. I never have been.
Since childhood, I have also been conditioned to fear
aging poorly. I saw elderly people who behaved shamefully,
who displayed so little of the dignity that ought to be associated with age. I saw old women who were embittered, who
seemed to have no real point or purpose to their lives. I saw
old men who were drunks, who were perverts, who were full
of resentment toward God. Of course, I saw positive examples as well, dear old men and women who loved one another,
who loved Jesus more than anything, who exemplified godliness and grace. Some of them I knew, and some I met in their
books or their biographies. I developed a fear of aging poorly
and a deep longing to age well.
When I was young, I resolved that I would age with grace. I
would not be a dirty old man, an embittered old man, a drunken
old man, a purposeless old man. I determined that in old age
I would be dignified and godly, I would exemplify character
and purposeful living to the end. Even then, I understood that
this resolution would need to shape my entire life. I could
not live a dissolute life and expect God to grant me the gift of
godliness on my 65th birthday. I could not live an apathetic or
lukewarm life and expect a purposeful, meaningful old age. If
I wanted to be godly then, I’d need to learn to be godly now.
If I wanted to live those days with purpose, I would first need
to live these days with purpose. For these reasons and many
more, the subject of aging is especially precious to me.

AGING AND OLD AGE
It is important to distinguish here between aging and old
age. While old age is the position, aging is the process—the
process of hard-fought, small investments made over time
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that determine our final position. My aim in this booklet is to
bring attention to aging: the universal and lifelong reality that
from the moment of birth we are growing older, that from our
first breath we are progressing toward our last breath, that our
every decision is culminating into the old man or old woman
we’ll be. Aging is the dash on the tombstone, the little line that
in its progress from left to right, from the joy of birth to the
sorrow of death, encapsulates a whole life. Aging comes with
many sorrows and many joys, and in between them are the
responsibilities we can choose to embrace or ignore.
I have written this with many tears—tears enough to surprise me and to show how deeply I feel this subject, how much
it has been a track playing in the background of my life, how
much it remains a deep desire. These are tears of sorrow for
wasted opportunities, tears of joy for evidences of undeserved
grace, tears of hope that God will grant my prayers. For there
are few longings in my heart deeper than this: that God would
let me live a godly, purposeful, dignified old age.
In this booklet, I aim to explore what the Bible says about
aging. Ultimately, I want to encourage both you and me to age
gracefully, to age wisely, to age resolutely to the glory of God.
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Greater Age Brings
Greater Sorrow
Our only experience of aging is within this sinful world. We
don’t know what aging would have looked like if this world
had remained unsullied by sin. We do know, however, that
aging would have still occurred. Before God created people,
God created time. So God created people to exist within time
and pass through it. Thus, babies would have grown to be children, and children would have matured into adulthood. Perhaps the benefits that come with aging would have continued
eternally without any of the negative effects we see and experience. We just don’t know.
What we do know is that in a world like this one, aging
has a strong association with pain and sorrow. Though aging
is not without its benefits, it is known first for its sorrows.
We experience this sorrow because greater age brings greater
exposure to sin and its consequences. As we pass through
time, we see more and more of the sin that lies within our
hearts. As we accumulate years of experience, we also
accumulate a deeper knowledge of the sin that inhabits other
people’s hearts and comes out through their words and
actions. With every day, with every year, we see and experience in greater measure the consequences of sin in the world
around us—death, destruction, disaster. It adds up to a great
weight of sorrow.
This sorrow is universal. Even Christians experience
sorrow in aging. They, too, find that greater age brings greater
sorrow. It comes in many forms. Here are five of them.
9
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THE SORROW OF WEAKNESS
As we age, we experience the sorrow of weakness. Of course,
as we first begin to age, we grow stronger. As we pass from
infancy into childhood and from childhood into adulthood,
our bodies grow and strengthen. From Solomon’s vantage
point in old age, he says, “Rejoice, O young man, in your youth,
and let your heart cheer you in the days of your youth” (Ecclesiastes 11:9a). He goes so far as to say, “The glory of young
men is their strength” (Proverbs 20:29).
But that strength does not last long, does it? There are
a few years of growth followed by many years of decline, a
few years of strength followed by many years of weakness. For
men and women alike, physical strength peaks in their 20s
or 30s before settling into a long decline. Muscle mass, bone
density, metabolism, and even the senses begin to deteriorate.
Most athletes retire by 37 or 38 years old, when they still have
more than half their lives to live. They simply can’t keep
up anymore.
Remember also your Creator in the days of your
youth, before the evil days come and the years draw
near of which you will say, “I have no pleasure in
them”; before the sun and the light and the moon and
the stars are darkened and the clouds return after the
rain, in the day when the keepers of the house tremble,
and the strong men are bent, and the grinders cease
because they are few, and those who look through
the windows are dimmed, and the doors on the street
are shut—when the sound of the grinding is low, and
one rises up at the sound of a bird, and all the daughters of song are brought low—they are afraid also of
what is high, and terrors are in the way; the almond
10
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tree blossoms, the grasshopper drags itself along, and
desire fails… (Ecclesiastes 12:1-5a)
This is a poetic description of the body weakening and
failing. Eyes dimming, hands shaking, feet shuffling, back
bending, teeth missing, voice trembling. It is a pathetic
contrast with the strength and vigor of youth. And the decline
of our bodies only grows steeper with age. There is sorrow in
seeing our bodies weaken and decay.

THE SORROW OF WEARINESS
Added to the sorrow of weakness is the sorrow of weariness.
Old Solomon knew this sorrow as well, for in Ecclesiastes
1:8 he exclaims: “All things are full of weariness; a man cannot utter it; the eye is not satisfied with seeing, nor the ear
filled with hearing.” A long hike brings deep fatigue; a long
life brings deep weariness. How could it do anything else in
a world so stained by sin and its consequences? The longer
we live, the more of this weariness we experience, and this
weariness presses down on our bodies, our minds, our souls.
A pastor once visited my church and told of the trials he
and his congregation had been enduring. Most recently and
most painfully, his dear friends had lost their unborn child.
They had just one opportunity to carry a child and for eightand-a-half months, and the pregnancy was progressing normally. The day was fast approaching! Then, only two weeks
from full-term, the child died and was stillborn. What tragedy.
What sorrow. Standing before us that day he said, “I hate this
world right now. All it has done is break my heart. None of us
want to stay here. All this world does is fool you and fail you.
It over-promises and under-delivers.” He was expressing the
weariness of living in this sinful, painful world—a world of
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death, destruction, and decay, a world that provides so little
purpose and meaning to our suffering. Greater age leads to
greater sorrow. It leads to the sorrow of weariness.

THE SORROW OF REAPING
There is also the sorrow of reaping. Reaping is a farming term
that refers to gathering a crop. What the farmer plants in
spring he harvests in autumn. He reaps what he first sows.
Paul warns, “Do not be deceived, God is not mocked; for
whatever a man sows, that he will also reap. For he who sows
to his flesh will of the flesh reap corruption” (Galatians 6:78a). Ultimately and most significantly, this reaping happens
after the final judgment when God “will render to each one
according to his works” (Romans 2:6). But this reaping begins
now, even for believers, for sowing and reaping are spiritual
principles in both life and death.
Sowing to the flesh involves pursuing sin as well as failing
to pursue good. It involves deepening in depravity as well as
failing to grow in righteousness. It involves the natural consequences for our sin. The man who sows adultery reaps a
wrecked marriage. He who sows fraud reaps imprisonment.
The woman who sows discord reaps loneliness. She who sows
self-gratification reaps addiction. On and on it goes. As more
life is lived and more sin is sown, more corruption is reaped.
Much sin that is sown in youth lies dormant in the soil, until
at last it bursts forth and is reaped in old age. The farmer
who sows weeds in the spring can’t be surprised when the
autumn comes and all he has to harvest is weeds. The person
who sows a lifetime of sin can’t be surprised when the autumn
of his life comes and all he has to harvest is sin. “Whatever a
man sows, that he will also reap.”
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THE SORROW OF MORTALITY
Then, compounding all of this sorrow, comes the sorrow of
mortality: the knowledge of death’s sure approach. As we
have already seen, Ecclesiastes 12 speaks of the body’s decline,
but it also speaks of its inevitable end:
Man is going to his eternal home, and the mourners go about the streets—before the silver cord is
snapped, or the golden bowl is broken, or the pitcher
is shattered at the fountain, or the wheel broken at
the cistern, and the dust returns to the earth as it was,
and the spirit returns to God who gave it. Vanity of
vanities, says the Preacher; all is vanity (Ecclesiastes
12:5b-8).
Solomon gives us a picture of a flaxen rope holding a clay
pitcher, a means of drawing up nourishment and refreshment.
Over time, the rope wears with age and use. Strand by strand,
it begins to fray. And then, it succumbs to the inevitable. The
rope breaks, and the pitcher plummets to the depths, smashing into pieces. That is the frailty of life and the inevitability
of death.
Part of the sorrow of aging is the sorrow of knowing
that we are closer to death now than we were before. We are
one day closer to death than a day ago, one moment closer
to death than a moment ago. That time has passed and we
can never have it back. Dreams we had will go unfulfilled,
missions we wanted to accomplish will go undone. Friends
we’ve loved have gone on before us, and we feel the pain of their
absence. That’s the reality of life in this world, a world in which
we all pass through time until we come to the end of our time.
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THE SORROW OF FEAR
Finally, there is the sorrow of fear. With weakness, weariness,
reaping, and the inevitability of death’s approach comes fear.
It could not be any other way. In Psalm 71, King David voices
some of this fear. Looking ahead to old age, he prays, “Do not
cast me off in the time of old age; forsake me not when my
strength is spent” (Psalm 71:9). He is expressing some of the
fear that comes with age, fear that as he gets old he will find
himself alone, without an ally, without anyone to care for him
through his final days.
As bodies fade and minds diminish, fear increases. Of
course it does. This world is scary enough when we are strong
and able. How much scarier, then, when we are weak and
vulnerable, when we are dependent upon others for our care,
our sustenance, our protection. There is a reason so many
people prey upon the elderly, which is why the elderly need
our special care and protection. Age is fraught with many
perils that lead to the sorrow of fear.

FIVE SORROWS, ONE HOPE
Here, then, are five sorrows that come with aging, even to
Christians: the sorrow of weakness, the sorrow of weariness,
the sorrow of reaping, the sorrow of mortality, and the sorrow
of fear. All five of these sorrows would be absent in a perfect,
sinless world. All five of them are present and universal in a
world like this. All five come with aging and only increase as
time goes on.
When we look at aging this way we see that death is
the crescendo of a million sorrows. We are dying from the
moment we are born. As soon as we begin to move through
time, we are moving toward the end of our time.
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If these sorrows are inevitable, how can we prepare ourselves? How can we face them well without succumbing to
despair, perversion, drunkenness, bitterness, or a hundred
other vices? We need to arm ourselves with character that will
strengthen and sustain us. We need to embrace the joys and
the responsibilities that come with aging. But we can only do
this if we first know Christ.
Christ’s life began with the very heights of joy, and it
ended with sorrows so deep that he is rightly called the Man
of Sorrows (Isaiah 53:3). As he lived, he experienced weakness
and weariness, fear, and the inevitability of death’s approach.
And though he was unpolluted by sin, perfect in every thought,
word, and deed, still he reaped the fearful consequences of
sin—our sin. For on the cross he took our sin upon himself,
suffering its full torment, paying its full price. But he rose.
He rose! And now he offers forgiveness and life to all who
will put their faith in him. Those who believe in Christ have
hope that outlasts life and outlasts death. They have the sure
hope of resurrection, of life renewed, life restored, life eternal. They are empowered by his grace to endure the sorrows,
experience the joys, and embrace the responsibilities that
come with aging.
I want to close this chapter with a word of encouragement to those are tempted to despair by what they may reap
in old age. Perhaps Christ saved you later in life, after much
damage had already been done. Perhaps Christ saved you as a
child or teen, but you have since spent many years in apathy
or disobedience. You need to know that God’s grace is sufficient to redeem your failures. Because of his grace, none of us
experience all the negative reaping we should. Because of his
grace, none of us have to fear even a moment of this life or the
life to come. Yes, there may still be consequences for your sin.
But even this will not be purposeless. Even this will be found
15
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to have been used by God for his good purposes. Take heart.
“Wait for the Lord; be strong, and let your heart take courage;
wait for the Lord!” (Psalm 27:14).
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chapter 2

Greater Age Brings
Greater Joy
We were made to exist within time, to age as we progress
through the years allotted to us. We have seen how aging can
bring tremendous sorrows—the sorrows of weakness, weariness, reaping, mortality, and fear. But we do not experience
only sorrows. We experience joys as well. Some of these
extend to believer and unbeliever alike, but God reserves the
choicest of his joys for those who live for his glory.
The surging sorrows that come with aging stem from
longer exposure to our depravity, to the depravity of others,
and to the woeful consequences of sin in this world. The
escalating joys stem from longer exposure to God’s means of
grace, to his Spirit working through his Word, and to his inner
work of renewal. Without Christ we cannot know any of these
higher joys, but in Christ we can anticipate, experience, and
enjoy them all.
In the previous chapter, we looked at five sorrows that
come with aging and increase with aging. Now we turn to five
joys to see that greater age brings greater joy.

THE JOY OF WISDOM
As we age, we experience the joy of wisdom. One of the Bible’s
repeated principles is the association of youth with foolishness
and of age with wisdom. Job says, “Wisdom is with the aged,
and understanding in length of days” (Job 12:12). The purpose
of the book of Proverbs is to “give prudence to the simple,
17
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“Paul Tautges scatters the darkness of doubt. He blends biblical teaching with practical illustrations to challenge and comfort us when the
heavens seem as brass. Read this to revive your prayers, to melt the
heavens, and to increase your answers.”
David Murray, Puritan Reformed Theological Seminary
“Some things in the Scriptures are conveniently ignored…but this
book will not let us continue to bury Scripture’s clear teaching, or
continue to ignore the ongoing rebellions, unrelinquished resentments, and unconfessed sins in our lives that may be hindering our
prayers. ”
Nancy Guthrie, author, Seeing Jesus in the Old Testament
“Both motivating and convicting….Read and obey for the sake of your
future, your family, and the work of God in the world.”
Jim Elliff, President, Christian Communicators Worldwide
“Like the Scriptures, Paul Tautges does not leave us in the pit of despair,
but shows that where sin abounds, grace superabounds—there are
biblical pathways for dealing with our role in unanswered prayers
and for responding humbly to God’s affectionate sovereignty.”
Bob Kellemen, Executive Dir., Biblical Counseling Coalition

Who Am I?

Identity in Christ
by Jerry Bridges

Jerry Bridges unpacks Scripture
to give the Christian eight clear,
simple, interlocking answers to
one of the most essential
questions of life.
91 pages

bit.ly/WHOAMI

“Jerry Bridges’ gift for simple but deep spiritual communication is fully
displayed in this warm-hearted, biblical spelling out of the Christian’s
true identity in Christ.”
J. I. Packer, Theological Editor, ESV Study Bible; author,
Knowing God, A Quest for Godliness, Concise Theology
“I know of no one better prepared than Jerry Bridges to write Who
Am I? He is a man who knows who he is in Christ and he helps us to
see succinctly and clearly who we are to be. Thank you for another
gift to the Church of your wisdom and insight in this book.”
R.C. Sproul , founder, chairman, president, Ligonier Ministries;
executive editor, Tabletalk magazine; general editor, The
Reformation Study Bible
“Who Am I? answers one of the most pressing questions of our time
in clear gospel categories straight from the Bible. This little book is a
great resource to ground new believers and remind all of us of what
God has made us through faith in Jesus. Thank the Lord for Jerry
Bridges, who continues to provide the warm, clear, and biblically
balanced teaching that has made him so beloved to this generation
of Christians.”
Richard D. Phillips, Senior Minister, Second Presbyterian
Church, Greenville, SC

“But God...”
The Two Words at the Heart of the
Gospel
by Casey Lute
Just two words.
Understand their use in Scripture,
and you will never be the same.

100 pages

bit.ly/ButGOD

“Keying off of nine occurrences of “But God” in the English Bible,
Casey Lute ably opens up Scripture in a manner that is instructive,
edifying, encouraging, and convicting. This little book would be useful in family or personal reading, or as a gift to a friend. You will enjoy
Casey’s style, you will have a fresh view of some critical Scripture,
and your appreciation for God’s mighty grace will be deepened.”
Dan Phillips, Pyromaniacs blog, author of The World-Tilting
Gospel (forthcoming from Kregel)
“A refreshingly concise, yet comprehensive biblical theology of grace
that left this reader more in awe of the grace of God. “
Aaron Armstrong, BloggingTheologically. com
““Casey Lute reminds us that nothing is impossible with God, that we
must always reckon with God, and that God brings life out of death
and joy out of sorrow. “
Thomas R. Schreiner, Professor of New Testament
Interpretation, The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
“A mini-theology that will speak to the needs of every reader of this
small but powerful book. Read it yourself and you will be blessed.
Give it to a friend and you will be a blessing.”
William Varner, Prof. of Biblical Studies, The Master’s College

Broken Vows

Divorce and the Goodness of God
by John Greco
Because divorce can and does
happen, even to Christians.

86 pages
bit.ly/B-VOWS

““I really, really like this book...John helps us see and live in the relentless grace and sure direction of the Father in the face of our seemingly unbearable real-life trials. He writes wisely, not from untried
theory, but fire-tested experience.”
Glenn T. Stanton, Director of Family Formation Studies, Focus
on the Family
““I’ve always marveled at Joseph’s perspective in Genesis 50:20. He
acknowledged the deep pain his brothers had inflicted on him, but
also recognized God’s sovereign ability to transform his personal
pain into something beautiful. I had the same feeling as I read
Broken Vows. John Greco does a beautiful job making it clear that
though he never wanted his marriage to end, he would never trade
the intimacy he now enjoys with his Heavenly Father. This book is
filled with wisdom from cover to cover. It’s the overflow of a painful
personal struggle that resulted in a life full of authenticity and hope.”
Phil Tuttle, President and CEO, Walk Thru the Bible
“John Greco’s first-hand account of coping with the trauma of broken
vows offers straightforward and biblical insight into a complicated
subject. Broken Vows provides a lifeline of hope laced with empathy,
practical guidance, and non-judgmental biblical wisdom.”
Laura Petherbridge, author, When “I Do” Becomes “I Don’t”

Grieving, Hope and Solace
When a Loved One Dies in Christ
by Albert N. Martin
There is comfort for the grief.
There are answers to the questions.
The Bible does offer hope, solace,
healing, and confidence.
Pastor Albert Martin has been
there.
112 pages bit.ly/GriefHope

“This tender book by a much-loved pastor, written after the death of
his beloved wife, offers comfort to those in tears. A rare guidebook to
teach us how to grieve with godliness, it is relevant to us all — if not for
today, then no doubt for tomorrow.”
Maurice Roberts, former editor, Banner of Truth magazine
“Albert N. Martin is a seasoned pastor, skilled teacher, and gifted writer
who has given us a priceless treasure in this book. All who read these
pages will, unquestionably, be pointed to Christ and find themselves
greatly helped.”
Steve Lawson, Christ Fellowship Baptist Church, Mobile, AL
“Like turning the corner and being met by a glorious moonrise, or
discovering a painter or musician who touches us in the deepest
recesses of our being—this little book by Pastor Al Martin has been
such an experience for me. Whether you are a pastor or counselor,
one who is experiencing the pangs of grief, or a member of the
church who wants to be useful to others, you need to read this book.”
Joseph Pipa, President, Greenville Presbyterian Theo. Sem.
“Personal tenderness and biblical teaching in a sweet book of comfort. Buy it and give it away, but make sure to get a copy for yourself.”
Dr. Joel R. Beeke, President, Puritan Reformed Theo. Sem.

Inheritance of Tears

Trusting the Lord of Life When
Death Visits the Womb
by Jesssalyn Hutto
Miscarriage: deeply traumatic,
tragically common, too often
misunderstood.
95 pages bit.ly/OFTEARS

“We wish there had been good Christian books on miscarriage available when we faced that terrible trial. This book is written out of deep
suffering, but with an even deeper sense of hope. This book can help
you think and pray if you have faced miscarriage, and it can help you
understand how to minister to someone who has.”
Russell and Maria Moore
“This book is equally important for those who have suffered miscarriage and those who have not. Rarely is the topic of miscarriage
addressed with such candor and depth. Deeply personal and brave,
Inheritance of Tears unveils a picture of miscarriage drawn from
first-hand experience and attentive consideration of Scripture. Jessalyn invites us to ask the hard questions, to enter into the suffering
of our sisters, to remember the goodness of God even in the midst of
unspeakable loss. May her words minister to many.”
Jen Wilkin, author, Women of the Word (Crossway)
“If you are suffering, I’m so glad you are holding this book. You won’t
find soggy counsel, glib advice, or verses ripped out of context. Jessalyn writes with warmth, conviction, and clarity, helping us stare
down suffering by directing our gaze to the Lord of glory. I think you,
and thousands more, will be helped by this wonderful book.”
JA Medders, author; Gospel Formed: Living a Grace-Addicted,
Truth-Filled, Jesus-Exalting Life (Kregel)

Wrestling with an Angel
A Story of Love, Disability
and the Lessons of Grace
by Greg Lucas
The riveting, inspiring true story
that readers have called
“a touchstone book of my life,”
and “alternately hilarious and
heartbreaking,” a book that
“turns the diamond of grace in
such a way that you see facets
you never really noticed before.”
bit.ly/CPWrestle
“C.S. Lewis wrote that he paradoxically loved The Lord of the Rings
because it ‘broke his heart’— and Greg Lucas’ writing does the same
for me.”
Justin Taylor , Managing Editor, ESV Study Bible
“Witty... stunning... striking... humorous and heartfelt. Wrestling with an
Angel provides a fresh, honest look at one father’s struggle to embrace
God in the midst of his son’s disability. Can sheer laughter and weeping gracefully coexist in a world of so much affliction? Greg knows all
about it. I highly recommend this wonderfully personal book!”
Joni Eareckson Tada, Joni and Friends International
“You will laugh; you will cry. You will feel sick; you will feel inspired.
You will be repulsed by the ugliness of sin; you will be overwhelmed
by the love of God. Greg Lucas takes us on an unforgettable ride as he
extracts the most beautiful insights into grace from the most painful
experiences of life.”
David P. Murray, Puritan Reformed Theological Seminary
“Greg Lucas is a captivating storyteller. When he writes about life with
Jake, I recognize God’s grace and loving persistence in my life. I want
more!”
Noël Piper, author, and wife of pastor and author John Piper

The Scars That Have
Shaped Me
How God Meets Us in Suffering
by Vaneethat Rendall Risner
Foreword by Joni Eareckson Tada
“Raw, transparent, terrifiying, and
yet amazingly hopeful!”
Brian Fikkert, co-author of When
Helping Hurts
Published for Desiring God
by Cruciform Press
“Vaneetha writes with creativity, biblical faithfulness, compelling style,
and an experiential authenticity that draws other sufferers in. Here
you will find both a tested life and a love for the sovereignty of a good
and gracious God.”
John Piper, author of Desiring God and many other books
“The Scars That Have Shaped Me will make you weep and rejoice not
just because it brims with authenticity and integrity, but because
every page points you to the rest that is found in entrusting your life
to one who is in complete control and is righteous, powerful, wise,
and good in every way.”
Paul Tripp, pastor, author, international conference speaker
““I could not put this book down, except to wipe my tears. Vaneetha’s
testimony of God’s kindness to her in pain was exactly what I
needed; no doubt, many others will feel the same. It has helped me
process my own grief and loss, and given me renewed hope to care
for those in my life who suffer in various ways.”
Gloria Furman, author, Missional Motherhood; Alive in Him
“Vaneetha Risner’s credibility makes us willing to lean in and listen.
Her writing is built on her experience of deep pain, and in the midst
of that her rugged determination to hold on to Christ.”
Nancy Guthrie, author, Hearing Jesus Speak into Your Sorrow

Inductive Bible Studies for Women by Keri Folmar
Endorsed by Kathleen Nielson, Diane Schreiner,
Connie Dever, Kristie Anyabwile, Gloria Furman

JOY! — A Bible Study
on Philippians
forWomen
A 10-week study

GRACE: A Bible
Study on Ephesians
forWomen
A 10-week study

FAITH: A Bible
Study on James
forWomen
A 10-week study

A Bible Study for Women on the Gospel of Mark

SON OF GOD
Volume 1
An 11-week study

SON OF GOD
Volume 2
An 11-week study

“It is hard to imagine a better inductive Bible Study tool.”
–Diane Schreiner

